Computational complexity is an important performance constraint for software-only video CODECs. The aim of this research is to develop a video coding system with variable, controllable computational complexity. Adaptive algorithms for DCT and motion estimation are proposed separately to reduce complexity of each function and maintain it at target level. An integrated approach to video CODEC complexity management is also addressed. This work will have potential benefit for a wide range of computation-constrained or power-constrained multimedia applications.
INTRODUCTION
Software-only video CODECs have been widely used in many applications. In some cases, their performance is limited by available processing power rather than by bandwidth. In a desktop video conferencing system, video CODEC is running on general-purpose PC so that it has to compete for processing resource with other applications. Another example is the mobile video handset: available processing power decreases when the electricity power goes down. If the processor can not cope with the coding task, some video frames have to be "dropped", which will cause "jerky" video at the decoder. Therefore, computational complexity becomes a very important constraint of coding performance and there is a need to develop methods of managing it.
Previous work on reducing computational complexity has focused on fast algorithms for Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [5] and motion estimation [6] . However, these fast algorithms depend very much on the scene characteristic of video sequences and the results are not easily predictable. It would be preferable to manage complexity flexibly in order to reduce the number of skipped frames and maintain a smoother video sequence. Theoretically, Complexity Distortion is demonstrated to be asymptotically equivalent to Rate Distortion [1] , therefore it should be possible to develop a system that can control complexity and bitrate at the same time.
According to the above analysis, the goal of this research work is to achieve the highest video quality while keeping the complexity (C) and bitrate (R) less than a target level. This can be described as: Min (D) while C Ct and R Rt. Where D is distortion, Ct is target complexity and Rt is target bitrate. The objectives can be described as follows:
1. To develop adaptive algorithms for computation intensive functions, such as DCT and motion estimation to achieve a near constant complexity of each function through entire video sequences 2. To investigate and develop an integrated approach to computation management, for example: by prioritising the allocation of computational resources based on the relative importance of areas of a video scene 3. To combine complexity control with rate control to manage bitrate and complexity at the same time.
In this paper, the adaptive control of complexity of single functions is addressed in section2 and current and future work is introduced in section 3.
PREVIOUS WORK: CONTROLLING DCT AND MOTION ESTIMATION 2.1 Computationally complex functions of video encoder
A profile test of software H.263+ (tmn8) [7] encoder, which uses the fast DCT algorithm and nearest Neighbour search algorithm with search area of +/-15.5 pixels, is performed on a PC with a Pentium III 600 MHZ processor. The profiling results in Table 1 show that around 23.8% of the processing resource is spent on DCT and related functions, and motion estimation takes up nearly 24.1% processing power. DCT and motion estimation are therefore important candidates for computational management. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
Adaptive control algorithm for DCT function
After motion compensation, the residual energy in many blocks is very low. There is a high possibility that most or all of the DCT coefficients of a block become zero after quantization. The computation of the DCT and quantization functions may be significantly saved by skipping the DCT and quantization operations for blocks that are likely to contain all zero coefficients after quantization.
We develop a feed back control algorithm shown in Figure 1 to decrease operation time of DCT function. Ct is target computational complexity and Cn is measured complexity of frame n. The aim is this algorithm is to reduce the complexity to the target level (Ct) and keep it at the level through the entire video sequence. After coding frame n, the computational complexity of frame n (Cn) is feed back to control algorithm. Since the level of detail and motion in a video sequence tends to vary gradually, it is possible for controller to adapt for next frame to achieve target complexity based on the actual complexity of current frame. A detailed mathematical description and of this algorithm can be found in our publications [5] [6] [7] .
Figure 1. Complexity controller of DCT
The sequences "Mother and Daughter" were encoded using the adaptive control algorithm in Figure 1 with a range of target DCT complexities Ct. Q was kept constant throughout each sequence. Figure 2 plots DCT complexity and PSNR performance. K is a constant factor that is chosen experimentally. It is clear that the complexity is reduced to the target level and kept at this level through the whole sequence despite changes in sequence characteristics. at the cost of a small drop in video quality. For PSNR, there is a tiny drop when Ct=0.5 (not shown) and a slightly larger drop when Ct=0.3. PSNR drops more significantly when C t =0.1: however, the video sequence is still clearly recognizable. 
Adaptive control algorithm for motion estimation
This adaptive algorithm is based on the Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS) motion estimation algorithm [4] . NNS always searches four neighbouring locations in a diamond-shaped layer and the neighbour location that has the minimum SAD is chosen to be the centre point of the next search "layer". We propose an algorithm in Figure 3 [8] to update the search layer for the next frame according to the estimated motion estimation complexity (Sn) and search layer of current frame in order to obtain target complexity (St). Experimental results in [8] indicate that the algorithm achieve target complexity throughout the video sequence while rate distortion performance is reduced by around 0.5-0.7dB for a high-movement video sequence and is virtually unchanged for a moderate-movement sequence. 
CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK 3.1 Integrated computational management
We have started investigating integrated computational management. This approach prioritises areas of the scene based on spatial and motion characteristics and allocates computational resources according to priority. Coding efficiency and quality for "important" area is optimised whist minimising computation for "unimportant" area.
Complexity-rate control
Computational management affects the rate-distortion performance of a video CODEC, thus complexity-rate control becomes a possible direction for future research. Computational complexity, bitrate and distortion have been demonstrated to be inter-related in a software video CODEC. Our aim is to develop algorithms to jointly control coded bitrate and computation 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents our progresses on complexity control and the objectives for the next stage of the research. The proposed algorithms provide adaptive control in computational complexity of DCT and motion estimation with little compensation of video quality. We will further investigate an integrated approach to complexity management to develop a variable-complexity video coding system. It could be integrated with rate control in order to achieve the final objective: Min (D) while C Ct and R Rt. This will have potential benefit for a wide range of computation-constrained or power-constrained multimedia applications.
